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ABST9kT

The increased administrative burden being placed upon

the Fleet increasingly affects ship perforzance and

personnel morale aad cetention. rhe Shipboard Non-tactical

ADP Program (SNAP) is being instituted in order to alleviate

these burdens. However, the ,'a:plications approach" being

used with SNAP is not sufficient to meet both the functional

a,d management needs of the Fl t. The management cnvivon-

ment necessary to satisfy both of these needs are discussed.

The central theme is that of zea-zalization an standardiza-

tion of data, its iefinition, aad its control. Fundamental

to the above philosophy is the :orcept of Information

Rescurce Management (IRM). Atmatior of Ill, should be ions

via a Data Base Management Syste.i (DBMS). ]he critical tool

required to transfer ERMI result3 to a DBMS is the Data

Dictionary System (DDS). Additionally, two crucil.± manae-

ment positions, the IRM manager and the Data Base3 Admi--

istrator (DBA) , are assential tn the success of -this "data

base approach."
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I. INTrRDJCTION

A. BACKGROUND

The shipboard non-tactical automated data processing

(ADP) program (SNAP) das initiated in response to CNO objec-

tive No. 5, which required the alleviation of the adminis-

trative burden on the Fleet. The constantly ircrsasi.n -Rte

of peace-time administrative reguizements, coupled with :he

reduction of shi; ':arl manning l.vils, has significantly

reduced Fleet effeztiveness by increasing the administra-ive

burden on the Fleet to an unmanageable level. Although many

ships and shore insallaticns use computers to fulfil!

administrative needs, the administrative burden is still

present because the zomputers have been aroand since the

mid-1960's and their operation is very mazhine dependent.

Additionally, the smaller opera:ing units of the Fleet are

still trying to accomplish the excessive administrative

requirements manually. Thus, tiere is a need to insure

"(I) data/information is Collected only once at zhe ship-

board level and maintained and atilized for shipboard

functions; (2) minimum upline reporting wirh shorebased

initiated automatel reconciliation of shipboard data/

information; and (3) maximum automated int.rface with other

7



Fleet or shore suppo.ting aut etd information sys -rm. An

automated support zapability that will assist shipbc _a

personnel with their support functions and inherently

provide for minimum, accurate, and timely data information

update and exchange, will result in improv.d Fleet readi-

ness, enhanced capability to meet all operational require-

mer.ts and improved personnel morale and retention." [1: 2-4]

Officially, SNAP is "the automation of aon-tacti.jal

requirements of Flae operational and di--zt support ani-s,

afloat and ashore, which will saploy unifora fleet non-

tactical ultomated Data Processing Equipment (ADPE)."

[1: 2-21 SNAP I and SNAP II ar- the two subordinate

projects underway to accomplish :No objective No. 5. Both

projects address the same areas: supply/fiscal, maintenance,

and personnel. However, the main thrust of SNAP I is to

replace the AN/UYK-5(l) computer which has been supplying

Fleet non-tactical AD? since th. mid-1960's for larger ships

(e.g., CV, LHA) , Mariae Air Groips (1AGs), and shore activi.-

ties. SNAP II, on the other had, is aimed at automating

supply, maintenance, ind personnel functions for smaller

ships (e.g., FF, DD, ZG), which are presently performing

these functions manually. Both projects are being developed

under separato contra-ts (Honeywell for SNAP I; Harris for

SNAP II), but both systems will be able to interface with

each other. Physical implementation will begin during the



1983/1984 tirm= frame; ar.d aftsr :omplete inplen-a-ion

thousands of processor.s and tea3 of thousands of CRT tarni-

nals and printers will have been installed it both shore and

afloat commands for both the Navy and the larine Corps at a

cost in excess of one billion oll3ars.

B. SNAP IS USING AN APPLICATIONS APPROACH

The development of a zompater system can be viewed as

fc!.owi;ng one of two approaches: an applizations appcoazh or

a data base approach. (2] Under the applications approach

computers are thought to be electronic filing systems which

are designed to satisfy specific output rsquirements based

on a set of pre-determined neaes. The initial intention of

the the" data processiag dapartm-nt in this environment is to

develop the various zomputer applications requirel to

fulfill the pre-deteriined nea s. Once the applications are

developed the function of the lita processing department

will be that of maint-nance of the different applications.

The filing systems and the associated applications are

developed for individial managers and departments. However

the independent filiag systems aad application programs will

have to be integratel because tiair dependencies upon each

other are necessary for th, attainm nt of the overall objec-

tives and goals of th. orgar" tl.._a. This integration is

9



predictable because the organization's performance is

dependent upon effective inter-relationships among the

subordinate managecs and departnents. Thus, a two-foli

problem will develop from this ipproach: (1) the necessity

of integrating decentralized files and programs which are

developed independently by different personnel; and (2) the

integration effort will inevitably fall upon the data

processing department whose function is basically the main-

,enance of the files ind z:ogras, -he formulain .f

policy, creation of standards, aad resolution of irter-

departmental conflicts.

Appleton refers to this type of data processing envi.on-

ment where computers are ased as electronic filing systems

which receive, store, process, ind report as the "app2lica-

tion systems syndrome. This "sysndrome" is characterized by

a set of assumptions made by maaagement: '2: 86]

" Systems will be bailt for iadividual managers, not
the company as a whole.

* Data processing input, storiae, and processing tech-
niques will be geared to specific output needs.

* The data processiag environment will serve managers
who want computers; i.e., it will evolve along the
"path of least resistince."

" Investments for :omputer hardware, software, and
personnel will be based on -urrent demand for
computer applications and will be increased as that
demand increases.

" Automated systems will work manually before they can
be computerized.

13



" The data procesi-nq depart-nt will have no res-po-
sibility for system or data integrity oeyond wr-:.
programs that work.

" Justifications for data pror-ssing services will be
based on cost trale-offs (mrnst often personnel
reductions), application by application, rathe_: than
by company plans to improve overall efficiency or
prod uz t ivit y.

A review of the lission Elenent Need Statement (MENS)

for both SNAP I [1] a d SNAP 1I "3] (summarized in the

previous section) in zontext of the above "symptoms" of

"application systems syndrome" indicate that an applications

approach is being asl with th? SNAP program; -.e., a fixed

number of master files will be laveloped to satisfy pre-

determined functions, thereby looking beneficial data into

the pre-determined applications f=r certaia Parts of th=

organization =ather than making this data accessible for the

benefit of the whole organizatiDn. At the time of this

writing the SNAP admiaistrative functions will be automated

by using the file management farilities of the computer

operating system. FiLe manipulation will require complete

applications programs; no ad ho: guery capability will be

implemented. Also, general updating of files will be

performed by batched transactions.

The 8ENS for SNAP I alludes to a more sophisticated

approach to development of the SNAP computar systems: "rhe

manaqement data needed is not available in a timely and



accurate manner to the opera-ifn managers. Effectiv -

management decisions are depen-nt upon a -_urate and timely

management data. Su:h on-line, transactioa driven, query

interactive access to management lata is not achievabl- as

long as the status qao is maintained and cost-effective

automated support is not proviia.." [1: 2-5] However, the

more rudimentary applications approach is presently being

used because it is faltt that thB exper-en_ -: and -raining of

shipboard personnel zs ncz stz z-: .a car--_i

data base (which is part of the zore sophisticated "data

base apprzoach" to be addressed later) in a reliable

condition.

As indicated ab ¢- , the :.-n to f zago the imp!men-

tation of a Data Base Managemenz System (DBMS) with S IAP was

based on technical 1 uitatins.I The concept supperted by

this paper is that tie predominant problems to be addressed

when implementing a DBMS aboard ship under SNAP should be

managerial. This Ls ao* zo say that the problem of main-

taining a reliable data base is not important, nor that

maintaining a data base is as easy as maintaining "flat

files." Maintenance of a reliable data base is more complex

'Naval Air Logistics Zommin! Information System

(NALCOMIS) functions will be automated with a data base

management system. i)wever, lerelopment is being condua:ed

under a separate program from SNAP I and SNAP II.

12



than maintaining "flit files," and the maintenance of

reliable data in any approach to the development of a

computer system is a significant consideration prior to

implementation. However, overzozing technical, "cockpit"

problems is relatively easier taim the more abstract maaage-

rial problems that arise with computer systems development.

C. THE DATA BASE APPROACH

Since the operational and orginizationil environment of

an organization constantly unla:oes chan;z, i- stands to

reason that information raquirenants of new operational

procedures and new orjanizations are also dynamic. The

applications approach basically suiports static, routine

information requiremeats. Thus, the liaiad ability to

satisfy only specifi= funztional needs does not account for

changes to the management decision-making ?rocess.

Therefore, a more r-.rsatile alternative to the applica-ions

approach is needed i3 order for computer automation to

control the ability to respond efficiently and effectively

to changing information needs. This more viable alternative

is the data base approach.

A simplified explanation of the data base approach is

that it entails the levelopmeat of "an automated pool 3f

accurate and timely lita which :-ould be easily and equally

13



drawn upon -o satisfy, on :hi rrnat-.on

requirements of maaa;Bment's ie, ision orob ecms." [2: 5]

The data base app.oa=2 encompa33es three types of data

bases: (1) two or three central la-na base - that conta-.in much

of the organization's data and i:e commonly used: (2)

several functional data bases that each contain lata shared

by a more limited set of prograx3; and (3) a small number of

dedicated data bases that acromDoate single aoplicatios.

(4: 3] In order to implejent taese data bases, rather than

developing input, storage, pr3cassing, and output techniques

to satisfy specifiz pce-determiaed requires.eats (as does the

app'ications approacal , the data base approach consists of

three basic control systems: (1i a data base input control

system, (2) a data base output :ontrol system, and (3) a

da.Pe base storage ani prozessin; system. "2: 871 These

gccntoi systems differ from t1h- Ei,:I systems of the appli-

cations approach in chat they a-. essentially standa:dized

for use by the entire organization rather than individually

developed for each separate application.

The basic functi32s of the iaput control sys-tem (input

techniques, edits, aalits, sezucity, and diagnostic

controls) are intended to optimize data quality, integrity,

and cost. Data is captured at its source with no regard as

to its intended use. once established, the input control

system will not significantly change because it is not



subordinate to the company stru-ture or to individual

manaqement prerogati.ves. rhe input control system would

undergo change only if more or less data of higher or lowe:

quality were required, or if t.:hnological advances male

data input more effizient or cost effective.

Unlike the input -ontrol system, the oatput control

system is subordinate to both c:)mpany organization stru:a:,ure

and specific manageam:t prerogatires. These dependencies

enable a wide range of manageme t decision-making needs to

be fulfilled. Thus, Dutput uoatrol systems are devqlope= -.o

support the dynamic world of ontput demand. Chances to the

output control system are initiated by almzst anything, such

as personalities, manaagemant styles, economics, politics,

changes in functional responsibi1ities, et:.

The storage and pcocessing :o -.- ol system manages the

data itself, receiving data fron the input rontrol system

and passing it, on demand, to t!_a output control system.

The storage and processing coatrol system zontrols the data

base's physical structure, whirs Is dynamic in nature

because physical orgiaization of the data depends on the

different logical views of the data held by the users.

Thus, changes to the system are side to optimize efficiency

and cost effectiveness. rhe processing and control system

is generally implemented with a data base management system

15



that his built-_n :ae bilities to =en-o. backup ard

recovery, data availaoility, s :urity and privacy, .o'iteL

effiency, etc. Each occurance )f a new application there-

fore does not need to develop tiese functions independently.

The successful iMolementatiri of a data base environment

requires levslopmeit within the following gaidelines:

(2: 92]

* The lata base ,3t be built fo: Ih, whole zomnanY,
npt for indiviluil managers.

* Data base deveLopient must follow a logical, w!il
orchestrated plan, not the pith of least resist-nce
(i._., use of the computer by only those managers
who want to use it).

* Data processing sist be inteaded to improve overall
productivity by supplying acurate information basel
on management needs, not justified through cost
reductions based on personnel placement.

M anagement must zoncentrats primarily on i-dentifying
the infcrmatioa it needs to 2anage.

* A single entity mast control what is stored on the
computer and how.

* Company input responsibilities should be established
and funded separately froa output needs.

* The single entity in control of the data base must
be given increasel responsibility for input control
and data integrity and acz.ocingly, authority for
defining and obtaining required input.

* Investments in hardware, software, and personnel
must be based on the needs of the data base control
systems, not on requirements for specific applica-
tions.

Is



D. THESIS PURPOSE AND ORGANIZirIDN

This paper is written on the premise that, given use of

the applications approach to lata base development, ship-

board use of non-tactical ADP will follow the traditional

computer system development cy-zle illustrated in Figure 1 as

user knowledge and -xzerience increases with exposure to the

ADP environment.2  Note that th. initial stages of develop-

ment employ an appliations IDp:oach, whereas the latter

stages use the data base approazh. Howeve:, because the

applications approach and the data base approach support

independent philosophies, the iiitial use of an applications

approach is not a pre3-requisite for the data base approach.

In fact, the transition from in ipplicatinas approach to a

data base approach will prov- rostly and -isruptive to an

organization. Addit-inal.y, th global characteristics of

the data base approazh result in a more "user friendly"

environment that expiids the objectives of the aoplications

approach to an organization-wide basis. therefore, the

purpose of this paper is to explain that a data base

approach to SNAP system developnt is a more effective

response to CNO Objertive No. 5, and to outline the

2The S-shaped zurre in Figu:e 1 represents ADP expendi-
tures. This ccntinuaL in.-rease in capital outlay for
computer systems illustrate the increased importance of
information processiag to organizational management.
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managerial famework in which a lata base ipproach shoi i be

conducted.

The fundamental managerial :oncept underlying the data

base approach is that data (and the information generated

from data) is an organizational resource, and is not part of

particular applicatioas system inder the cognizance of indi-

vidual line managers. This conzept of Information Resource

Management (IRM), and the "IR .executive" who coordinates

the selection and plazement of lita in the organizational

data bases, is diszussed in Chapter II.

In order to effe-tively saport automation within the

data base approach, most of tie organizational data will

have to be centralizel. -ith data centralization, data i-

no longer owned by individual minagers. Instead, indiirdua.

interests become subordinate to to the organization as a

whcle, and managers will become aore depenlent upon their

peers and other departments. T2e primary tool to defiae,

catalogue, and identify relatioiships in the centralized

data is the Data Diraertory System (DDS), &1dressed in

Chapter III.

The IRM concept establishes lita/inforuation as an

organizational resource. rhe DDS is the primary tool in

controlling this resource. How-v.r, "some sort of informa-

tion system is needed. That :lass of systems have come to

19



be known as data base management systems.4 6: ID/21] DIta

Base Management Systems (DBMSs) Are more compatible with I. M

and DDS. than traditional file iianagement systems used in the

applications approach because -a DBMS is designed to enable

centralized files 3f lata to be 3hared by various users.

The advantages of DBM~s over applications systems is

discussed in Chapter IV.

Finally, under rte data base approach, the IRM exeoutive

deals with upper level management of data and irformation

necessary to fulfill organizational goals and objectives.

However, an additional manager is also needLed to be the

custodian of the physical data base resulting from the

effcres of the IRM executive. rhis person is ths creator

and enforcer of stanlards and ?Olicias relating to the use

of the DBMS, DDS, ani oth-r computer-re-ate eluipment.

These duties constitute the Data Base Admiaistra-or (DBA)

function, and are adiressed in Chapter V.
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II. INFeRMATION RESJURCE MANAGEMENT

The main functions of the Combat Information Center

(CIC) aboard ship are the colle:tion, processing, display,

evaluation, and dissemination of information. Standard,

Navy-wide procedures for executing these functions are found
in a multitude of lirectives an! olb'icet- ns. Through this

documentation, a methodology is established whereby masses

of input data are zoaverted to :levant -nformation that is

necessary for the ship to carry :ut its assigned mission.

This standardization of information handliag results in

infcrmation flows whizh are unidrstood by III personnel

because the effective ess of the ship 2s a whole is being

enhanced. A similar situation iL: be seen with the ship's

Damage Zontrol (D-) procelures.

The urgency of quick, and correct, actions required of a

ship in various combat and non-zombat situations is the

impetus for establishing :oncrete information policies

referred to above. Indling of information in this manner

exemplifies the concept of Infocmation Resource Management

(IBM). With the implamentation of SNAP, the capability will

exist to extend this IRM concept to the "total ship."

21



Strict cuidelines for infornatio handling have -o Do

developed just as for the more tangible resources of m:ney,

people, and material because the fast-paced, dynamic envi-

ronment characterizel by zomplex tachnologizal advances have

created what Forest J. Horton, Ir. terms an "information

explosion." [7: 1] Jn the other hand, "t-he demand for data,

like the demand for ollars, or oeople, or supplies, or

office space, tends to exoeed supply." [7: 22] How th-n can

the inormation expl:sion" be i. pz:cbiem when z --zoz i z iz

the demand for this iaformation exceeds the supply? rhe

answer lies in the effect that Lnformation has on an organi-

zation or manager. 2he greater the quantity of relevant

information that an organizatioi Dr manager can acquire, the

better the chance that uncertaiaty surroundinq the organiza-

tion or manager is reduced. iar= total =?rtainv is i n -

ally regarded as iapssible, the demand for information

needed to reduce existing unczrtainty will always exceed

what is available. iowever, r.levant information is lost in

a forest of irrelevant or margiaaily useful information;

i.e., "the glut of marginally r.levant information is clog-

ging our communications channels and thereby preventin

useful information from reachial our decision-makers.... .

is (therefore) necessary to maxLmize the effectiveness and

efficiency dealing with the use of the information

resource." [7: 2, 223

22



The development of SNAP can be considered a signi fiat

indicator that the marginal iaf~rtation haniling capabil:-

ties in the Navy are affecting its performance to a high

degree. therefore, information should be lanagei in taie

context of a resource management discipline whereir

"a resource can be thought of is something observable which

can be categorized. h resource is something usable, not

only for its original purpose, but extending to a pir-oss

beyond the original :e. Finalt7, a resource to be maniasi

must be collectable and not Aisprsed within the crganiza-

tion. Management of a resourez l-eans that opportuni.ila-

exist to conserve the resource, to attend to the efficiency

and effectiveness of use of -he resource and to look for a

payoff in the profits of the Drjamizatio through -he effec-

tive utilization of the resource itself." 13: I] Usin

this frame of referencze when implementing SNAP will anable

the benefits of autonation to ectend beyond the predeter-

mined requirements to the arena of management decisions.

The initial step in using t.ie IPM concept is under-

standinq the nature of information: "data can be defined as

unevaluated raw facts, while inforation 3ay be thought of

as evaluated data, that is, facts which have been inter-

preted in some manner so as to give them more value than

they had in the natural state." [7: 2] Vi-wed as an organi-

zational resource, £iaformation Is conceptually similar to
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c-he r, traditional, r esources (i.e., money, peoDle, a ni

material) because i: has value (In tarms of time, manpower,

etc.) , and -t has gualities (a.;., time of avail bility,

accuracy, method of lisplay, et:.) which can be controlled.

(9: 43-44] &dditionally, manig.rs continually find them-

selves asking the san.e ty.e of gaestions anout information

as they do about the other orgatizational resources: "What

infcrmation will I need? When will i need it? How accirate

MuSt i' ba? in what rfor! wil 1 be most Iseful to me? How

shall I organize this information?" [9: 46] To answer these

queszions, maragement of the inf_:-mation resource must be

"concerned with the policies and procedures which govern the

processing and movement of infocza-ion - such factors as the

structure of the information, :-s ccntent and make-up, i-:s

completeness and aathnti.ity, its availabiility and ac ce-ssi-

bilizy, its timeliness and accucacy, and so on." [10: 7]

Another way to grasp the idea of information as a resource

is by using an analogy of: a mineral rescurce like coal.

Coal: (7: 41-42]

" has an acquisition cost;

* comes in several d-ifferant grades, soze harder and
more expensive to mine than others;

" comes in various degrees of pu:ity;

" must be refined ind processed to enhanze its value;

" passes through many hinds from point of acquisition
to point of use;
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" has many synthetics to compete_ with - some cheaper,
some more experisio;

" can be tought an3 prozessed in its raw material fo:n
and thus integrated vertically, or can be bought in
more refined and processel forms; and

" is subject to the valie added principle 3 at each
stage in its life cycle; ani transfer pricing prin-
ciples and techniques can be applied as it moves
along its path from arquisition to use.

The next step is to establish a management function

whose purpose is to "defiae, m-asure, package, manage,

utilize, and dispose of that (i-aformation| resource

acccrding to prescribed principies and practices." £7: 43]

Since I212 emphasizes -entraized management of infor-mation

to enhance the operations of tn.= total orgaization, it iS

evident that coordination ac:_-ss organizational lines :s

required to support the IRM effo.rt. Aboard Navy ships, SNAP

systems will proviie a common ianominator among the various

departments because tae cDmputers will be the central :epc-

sitory for machine readable data used by sach department.

However, the IRM conazpt concernas the inforiation itself,

not the processing of information; and since the information

3"The value added concept of information car. be under-
stood by categorizing information into different categories:
1) information for operation, 21 information which enhaaces
operation and 3) information f:. decision-making. Basiz
company information collected for operational reasons
achieves a value alded status when it is also used in
decision-making processes. InfDrmation gathered which
enhances operations can achieve more value when further
processed and combined with relited information." [8: 42]
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needs will be definei for the total organization, th=_

responsibility of IRI would hawe to be not at the Data

Processing (DP) center, but rather at the ianagemert level

above the departmental level, i.e., the Executive Office:.

With IRM responsibilities at the Executive Officer level two

important criteria are met. First, involvement and support

by top management will be continual. Secondly, the respon-

sibilities of coordiniting info-mation flDws an ensuring

thalk information pol"zies truly benefit , the whole organiza-

tion are separated f:3m the responsibilities surrounding the

mechanics of processing efficient and reliable data. Ths

Executive Officer, as the "boss" over all departments, will

sign off on just how information is to be used aboard ship

(with the concurrence of the Zo-aanding Officer, of course).

The results are that :olizies a:e implemented and enrforzed

by top management; and that suggestions, conflicts, etc. are

processed up the chaia of comm-ad rather than across depart-

mental lines through the 3P center.

The third step is to develop necessary policies, proce-

dures, and systems required to properly manage the informa-

tion resource. These policies, procedures, and systems

should be published, lisseminated within the organization,

and include at least the following: [11: 58]

Statement of overall objectives relating to the
overall company objectives ind goals.
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*New o_-gan-izati t st:uc-.i:- and :~sbiso

key personnel.

" Policies and procedures f:r monitoring, controlling,
coordinating, i.nl managing 3f different activities.

" Mechanism for identificatioa ind impl-ientation of
new requirements.

" Mechanism for feedback from the user communi-y
regarding the effectiveness of different activities.

" Mechanism for keeping executive management informed
about the develoozents (sucz-sses and failures) in
the information processing iad handling environment.

e lechanism for incorporatiag improvemen:s iz any or
all of the above mentional policies and procedures
to achieve the stated objeztives on an on-going
basis.

In summary, the r.M concept views information as an

oraanizatio.al resourc:e (along -ith men, people, and

material), the valu- of which L[es in its ase by maziageuent

to make sound decisi:ons. Tha k Y Ingredent to levelop this

rescurce is the ability of each manager to determine the

relevant information needed to ;-t his/her job done.

Through the leadership of the 1 "executive," data "litte.r"

will be eliminated and the information needs of the indi-

vidual managers will be integra.-d to benefit not only them-

selves but also the entire orgaaization: "TRM is another way

to think systematically about the organization and its

objectives. IRM seeks to identify the common patterns of

information that exist in the o-ganization, to integrate

these varied patterns across th. total organization into a
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cchc-::et whole, ana tp r:)vi-- guidance in the form ~

star.da::ds ard convmentions to sit the best use of inf,)ri-

tion owned by the Drginizition.l (9: 46)
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III. 4_L_1 2I_ 2- IONARY SYrEM

A. DESCRIPTION

The essential na.agement tool compatible with the IR.Z

concept is the Data Dictionary System (DDSI.* A DDS can be

ccnsidered a "repository of inf:raation about the defini-

tion, structure, and asage of di:a. It does not contain the

actual data itself....the data ictionary contains the name

of each data type (elemer.t), its definition (size and type),

where and hcw it's us-d, and it3 relationship -c other

da'a." r 12: 129] rhis "data about data" contained in a DDS

is termed "meta data." By autoating the management of

def'-in_:ons on which sys-_ems a:=- built, optimization of lata

standardization and control can be realized, resulting in

improved DP productivity and system .eliability.

Additionally, headaches associated with traditional documen-

tation strategies, and which plague both an applications

environment and a data base environment, can be cured. The

problems with traditional locum.ntation strategies can be

summarized as follows: (13: 371

64ithin the context of this paper, a DDS also includes
those systems termed )ictionary/3irectory (D/D), Data
Dictionary/Directory (DD/D), and Data Element Dictionary
(DED).
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n _aq-=n* 0= I t r Imentation I larael a manIaI
process which is separated from events or changes
occurring within the sourze or object zide of the
applications systems it Jeszribes.

* There is no automatic guarantee that ?xisting docu-
mentation is up-t)-date, synchronized with executing
system configurations, or a:Curate in representing
the data and system resources of the (organization).

• Managing and motivating the pursuit of :omprehensive
documentation is a difficult and time-:onsuming
affair.

* For a number of reasons, tha resulting 3aterial may
be 14ff icult to ise o: inziffactivp in enn the
dynamic needs -f the (orga-_zataon). Real questions
arise about the tathenticity of the information it
contains.

A DDS espouses c-ntralization and standardization of

data. Therefore, it ties in =loDsely with IRM (Chapter t)

and DBMS (discussed ia the next zhapter). How-eve., a DDS is

also well-s-nited f i n applicd:ions environmer.t. .-Poblems

with an applications approach (e.g., data redundancy,

unchangeability, inflexibility, etc.5) st-s f-rom decentral-

ized ownership and control of data and applications proz-

cessing. However, a DDS deals with data definitions, not

data or applications. Therefore, a DDS's centralized data

management approach to data definitions will help alleviate

these problems of the applications apprcach by aiding "in

the collection, standardization, in disseain-ation of

SThe disadvantages of an ipplications approach are
discussed in more detail in in .haptar IV.
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-nformation relative to the 1-ifferent aprl-cat-ons sys-'- .

The use of a DDS will help enforce the development sta: iards

concerning data item naming, usage, and coling....The infor-

mation contained witain a data dictionary may be used by

almost everyone conne.-ted with a software system. A person

can locate informati,3 needed t. learn about a system, a

component of the system, or a particular data item within a

system." : 14: 3)

Meta data is physically sto:-.ad in a data base. A ODS

ca- be cosidered to zonsi-- of two pa -ts: a .ztionaz_ and a

direct ory. The di:rionary comprises those data definitions

generated from the meta data, aal which ars applied to

various applicatioas. The dirertory permizs applications to

access the stored mer- lata without requiring knowledge of

their physical locati~ns or cha:acterists:s. Thus, ths

directory is used to enhance th- vsersatility of the

dictionary, enabling the DDS t Perform the following

functions: [14: 3-4 ]

R92o ki nQ. rhe (DDS| iill documeat all of the
data items in one or more a~plications systems. An
objective of the locumertation is to determine
common data elements and reduce redundancy of data
within the application system. AdditiDnally, this
record keeping will aid in system enhancement and
correction, as well as system documentation.

g1211 1_eraggnc. The (DDS) iill maintain a useful
cross-reference between the entities contained in
it. A cross-refarence will be kept between data
elements, synonyms of eleuaets, programs, reports,
files, records, tnd users.
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* Tndexing. Indexing provide9 a means :o relate words
to their dei.n:.ons. They can either be index=d Zy
key words (e.g., - KWIC Indexi or by standardized
indexing terms (e.g., a KWO: Index).

* aLajiz rind Control. The DBA (Data Base
Administrator) can exercise management control over
all the data elezents in the related application
systems. For exiaple, the DBA can institute a
procedure to review all dati items for redundancy
and conformance to standards prior to their
implementation in the appli:ation systems.

A DDS, by its ability to perfirm the above functions on

the me-a data, can produc: a :diia c-i:c:na:y that iS

capable of answeriaa uestions 3osed by the IRM manager such

as: ( 12: 129]

" What kind of validity tests have been applied to
this data type?

" Who is authCrized tc apat- Lt?

* What modules, programs, ard systems use this data
type?

* What are the valid ranges -E values do this data?

* What security levl is applied?

* Who is allowed to access the data?

* By what other naiss is the data type known in
various applications enviromnents?

e In what reports 3es this data type appear?

o What is the input source EDo this data type?

In order to answer the abDve questions, a DDS aims at

three objectives: (15: 283]

* LK! n n_ . Th. (DDS) provides an inven-
tory of the data that comprise the resource and of
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6he procrams, transactions, an. screens used to
access the source. The inventory inclades names,
definitions, locations, storage formats, sizes, and
other characteristics. With this repository of
information, stanlards for imes, access, storage,
security, and validation cia be implemented and
enforced more easily.

" Cost Z o !r,2. A (DDS1 helps to control the costs of
developing and maintaining :omputer-based applica-
tions. A (DDS) =an provide an accurate and complete
library of data definitions for use bo:h in applica-
tion programs and in zannel program g-aarators such
as report writers and guery processors. Maintenan-e
efforts can also oe facilititsd through use of
re Dorts 7eneratel by the (D)S) that help to oredir
the effects of change in on. part of aa information
system on other oirts of the system.

" Resilier. A DDS improves the rssiliency of the
data resource to rhanges in the data processing
environment. Acaievelent D data independence from
the characteristics of a particular hardware and
software environaent allows the information resourzz
to adapt to changing requiramzents.

B. CLASSIFICATION

A DOS may be classified ia :ne of twc ways. One classi-

fication is by the capability of the DDS t: provide data

entry descriptions to other software. In this context, the

DDS can be said to be passive 3r active. With a passive

DDS, the data entry descriptions will exist within the DDS

and other software (i.e., COB2L programs) on an independant

basis. Therefore, ctinges in t2i3 DDS do not automatically

result in ccrresponding changes in the software containing

the appropriate entity descriptions, and e3xecution of appli-

cations programs do aot include automatic rhecking with the
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Ds fr co--rrectness of iat a is f 'n r.hus h)Ds

itself 4oes not control d.fir-t, ns of thq :.ganizatz.'

data. It rather would be the primary reference used to

control the definitions manually. (16: 6-7]

On the other hand, an active DDS is the only source fo.

data descriptions asl in other processing components such

as compilers, assemblers, and D3MSs. EnforZement of data

standards 1-1 u .- -.. . - -

tions, and changes to appropriat . software using data

descriptions that ar_ changed it the DDS, are accomplished

autcmatically by the )DS inseaal of manually. As an

example, in active DD3, using dictionary information and

parameters supplied ia the job stream, could produce the

DATA DIVISION for any COB)L o.,rzram without manual iatsrven-

tion. The portion oe the program produced by the DDS will

be interspersed with the rest of the source program when the

program is compiled. Additionally, if the DATA DIVISION was

produced marually, it would be iatomatically verified by the

DDS before program execurion. [15: 7]

The second classification of a DDS is according to its

dependence on other software foc implementing its functions.

In this respect, the )DS may be t-rmed stand-alone or dapen-

dent. A stand-alome DDS is s lf-contained. Its functions

are performed without relying o- ay other general purpose
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software such as a DB5S. A staI-alone DD3 ay bz -

passve,. r 16: 6, 71

A DDS that is designed to operate in conJunction with

another general purpose software system such as a DBMS is a

dependent DDS. This type of )D3 raauires the faciliti-s of

the general purpose 33ftware =ssteM (e.g., DBMS) ir ordar to

perform DDS functions. [15: 71 rhis type of DDS can b? said

tc be an "in-line" DDS, and it Is aenerall usad with a

DBMS. Essentially, this in-lin_ DDS is an elaboration of an

active DDS in that the DBMS Iirezory serve s as the 1ir-ec-

tory for both the ODS (for data definitions) and the DBMS

(for the object data requestad ay the user application).

(13: 42]

C. SUMMARY OF BENEFI:S.

In summary, a DDS can be =oasidered "a- sing=.e, authori-

tative source of information on d-aa elements, their use,

and their organization and formit. It is a way of moni-

torinQ and controlliag data resources without actually inte-

grating and centralizing the data itself. Instead,

information on data is integrated and centralized in a

single file." [17: 32] The centralization and standardiza-

tion themes of a DDS makes it Very compatable with IRM as

well as providing the following benefits: :16: 81
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" Better ccntrco c:4 the o-gaa za--iors' .ta scu_-z--
through improved (i.e., csntralized, zigorous, and
standarized) data definitins, dita hand!ir and
data collection procedures.

" Improved transportability of ata and software
between computing environzeats trough standardized
data and data definitions.

" Improved documentation for iata bases, programs and
systems.

* Automatic compilation of data definitions to be
included in applization programs or in DBMS data
base definitions.

" increased security and azzss contro! for the data
base environment.

" Effective aid to software development, 3odifica-ion,
and maintenance through configuration inanagement of
system components of iata aad programs.

" Increased cost-effective _ise of resources throughout
the system development life zycle.

The benefits of a DDS diczi impact =i-x major

groups: [15: 289)

* Data !duinistratocrs, who ase the system as a major
tool for inventcying the dita resource, imple-
menting standards, and designing, mor.itoriag, and
restructuring data bases.

A Application pers~anel, who ase the system to reduce
program coding efforts, to store the design of
evolving systems and to supDrt analysis of system
changes.

* Operations staff,, who retrieve information about
jobs from the (DDS).

* Data processing manageaent, who receive high-level
impact and summary reports ibout data usage from the
(DDS).

* End-users, who obtain descriptions of their data
views from the (DOS).

* Auditors, who exiaine and obtain data descriptions

for use in auditing software.
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IV. FILE ANAGEAENT VS DATA 3AS- &ANA3E2ENT

A. PROBLEMS WITH TRADITIONAL FILE MANAGEMENT

As stated previously the trii-tional file management, or

applications approaca, is fun:tion-(i.e., file) oriented.

Dara reguirel by a pi:ticla. applications Program (or sst

of applications) aze organizzi in files basad or. te

requirements of the pirtizular program(s). The objective in

this organization is optiizati)a of program performanre

rather than the inforzation use of the data content of ne

files. Thus, the resalt of funztion-oriented files .s the

limitation of data, inich is prob-bly common to other appli-

cations, to the rea - of onrly certain applications. in

order for files, containing .ata that is collectea for ase

by a particular applization, to be used by another applica-

tion, it is necessary to process the files into a different

form or format required by the 3aitional applica-tions.

[18: 1-1 ]

The use of a funztion-oriented approach leads to the

creation of several itjor probl.as. [19: 9-10] The first

major problem is d e_ Re-processing of data

leads to the occuran.a of the same data type(s) in several

different places. With the same data being stored in
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mu~i. plac es th 9 :1a -ce a r v seen oms 9 n c)-r s -

cie 'BE -eases, which in t ur. :na'cts data in-egri-y:. e.,

it is possible for a data type Located in several places to

be in different states of update at the same time. The

results will be conflicting reports and loss of credibility

by users who must use this inconsistent data to make dsci-

sions. Additionally, redundant data takes up more storage

space in the computer system.

The seccnd disadvantage of traditional file management

surr-aces when changes to a file system have to be aade.

the data format in a file must be. changed for some reason,

then all of the applizations programs which use that file

must be located and changed -icz:dingly. Zonversely, if the

value of a data type In ons filte is uodatei, then all files

containing that data type must bez located and updated.

Similar location and verificati:-z actions must also be

performed fcr additions and deletions of data types.

Therefore it is quite possible that a trivial change to one

area of the system caa cause a zhain reaction of changes in

other parts of the system. Thes- changes will be costly in

terms of time and personnel.'

6This could be a considerable disadvantage with SNAP
since one of the prolram constraints is that no additional
shipboard personnel -re to be reluired to Dperate the
computer system.
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ability of data/outpat. as tac .ata In h f n -iora a==-_

is defined, different naming coaventions may be used (!_.g.,

SSAN, SSN, SOC-SEC, etc. for social security zumber).

Inconsistent naming r:nventios will tend to confuse users

who are unfamiliar with certain representations of a dati

item. Since programnars naintaining the systems must also

deal with this type of data, coafusion could lead to delays

in developing applications to fi- new user requirements.

Furthermore, as data between sinilar systems become morz

diverse in their definitions iad representations, output

cou-d become totally incoipatable. C 14: 21

A fourth major roadblock is tha_ inflexibility of the

applica:ions approach. A prsval:en ". Navy sayino is "Stav

Flexible," meaning tha.t most lay-to-day opeca_-ons are char-

acterized by unexpectied problems and situations which

require immediate attntion. If decisions regarding these

unexpected situations are to be aided by computer generated

information using traditional file management methods, the
user will quickly find out that data items cannot be

re-groupel to fit an !d hoc reqaest without firs- composing

a complete applications program and/or a neiw set of files.

Although the data ma exist, information cannot be provided

in a timely, efficient manner that can satisfy the user.

This situation can b- colorfully lascribed by the adage

1,water water everywh-re; but ait a -drop to irink."
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B. DBXS OVERCOMES FILE-ORIENUEJ LI.'1IAMJS

It can he deduce! from the ioove discussion t.a- a

file-oriented system would be a euate under the follcwing

conditions: [18: 1-3]

* Limited scope Df management information capability
desired.

* High expectation that succeesful achivemant of the
file system will satisfy th? needs of the organiza-
tion for a relatively long p-riod of time (5 to 10
years).

* Use of a relatively small vDlume of data with little
growth anticipat..

* Expectation of little or no aeed for z-durda.cy in
the types of da,a being us-a.

The static environaeat depicted by the above conditions does

not balance the SNAP cequiremen:s of developina a compater

system to meet - a sha-tIy z tnin and _

administrative requirements imposed on the Fleet.

Data base management systems (DBMSs) aZe more adequa -ely

suited to meet the c~allenge of the Navy's administrative

requirements because a DBIS is lata-oriented rather than

function-oriented. ris enables the DBMS to integrate data

in a manner which anailes multiple users to view -he same

data in different frames of reference without havinq to

create dedicated files or applizations programs. In other

words, "the data basa is designal for generality, for flexi-

bility, and extensibility, both in the design of the various

records and in the files that it includes." ( 18: 1-2]
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many problems axisting i ts applications apprc := a-_

overcome by the DBMS :haracte-r1s-ic of centralization of

data. First, centralized data .liminates data redunlancy.7

With "harmful" data redundancy ?Liminated zonsiderable

savings in storage s Dc . is possible. Cost savings are also

realized in the updating or modifying of the data base

because updates or modifications would only have to be done

once. Finally, data zentralization results in -conomnes-- of

scale:

" "One person working full t1.e on data problems can
bq more efficieat than tweaty people working one-
twentieth of their :ime oa the probl-as." ' [21: 4]

* The existence of only one data base processing
system interacting direc-ly with the data base
"implies that the logical and physical structure of
the data base, bazkup, security (and privacy), etc.
are urder scine focm of ceat:l control. Rather -han
spreading money and effort t.ross multiple frag-
mentel files, attantizn can be focussi or. the single
common data base." (22: 136] This means tha- "Imor-
money and analyst time can :_- spent improvinq -he
da-a base processing system than could be spent on
any single file processing system." [21: 4]

A second major b;aefit of a DBMS is the existence of

__ a phsical data indepe.dence. Logical data

7 This is not entirely true. James Iartin states that
"in reality some measire of red ldancy exists in many data
bases in order to give improved a::cess times or simpler
addressing methods. Some records are duplicated to provide
the capability to re-over from azidental loss of data.
There is a tradeoff between nnaredundancy and other desir-
able criteria, and so it would be better to use the phrase
'controlled redundancy' or minimal redundaany, or say that a
well-designed data base removes 'harmful' redundancy."
( 20: 231



independence means thit "the ov. ra l logical structure

the data may be changed withoat changing the applica-ion

programs. (The changes must not, of course, remove any of

the data the application prograzs use.)" '23: 30] Physical

data independence meaas that "the physical layout and the

organization of the Jita may be changed without changing

either the cverall l:gical structure of the data or the

applications programs." [ 20: 33] The logical and physical

dat_ i nep . en nce oroviAed by a DB4S is necessary 4f 4h=

organization is to consider data, and the iafocmation

derived from data, as resources (as supported by -he IRI

concept). With logical and physical data independence users

are allowed to create multiple Logical views of a single

representation of ths data. la the ccntexr of IRM, users

are able to generate informatioa in a variety c' fozms f-cm

the same data. Thas, each user does not have to create

separate applications programs ind corresponding files

because the DBMS is ible to re-lefine the data structures

acccrding to the reqairements of each applic-ation.

Additionally, changes to the data itself and to the applica-

tions using the data may be accoaplished separately wit. no

effect upon each other.

With users only consideriag their own logical view of

the data, they do not have to wDrry about the data's phys-

ica- representatioa, aor about Dw subsequent changes in the
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physical data base will affect their prcag ams. A DBM.S aes

complex data structures to represent the diEferent log::al

views of the users; but since the users need not worry about

these complex physical representitions, nuigation -hrough

the data base is easy (from the user/programmer point of

view) because it is azcomplishel by the DBAS and not by the

program developed by the user.

Another significant benefit of the DBMS is its hoc

.uerly !apb ity, whizh is basel cn logical and physical

data independence and the dynamiz integration of data. By

use of a high level jaery iangaage, unanticipated requests

fc- information can be handled 3y the DBMS without the seed

fo: programming bezause view andninitien and aviga-ion

thrcugh the data base are accom,.ished by tne DBMS, not the

user. Therefore, tin-ly infor:mation retrieval or report

genera-ion is possible on an ad hoc basis. rhis quick

access to information not only !ioroves the quality of a

manager's unanticipated decisions, but also programmer

productivity by keepi2g systems programmers from being .nun-

dated with requests for new applications and modifications

to existing applicati)ns.

It can also be noted, in the zase of S~IAP, that the use

of minicomputers also provides in inherent advantage in data

base processing because "since their inception minicomputers
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have always been oriented -:o t'h ?:n-line iiteract:v-

environmentA (and) data base p--rations al s tsn :n bs

oriented to the on-liae interactive environment....

Obviously, if the hardware architecture and the operating

software is interactLie, then iiteractive data base opera-

tions are a natural f anction for the minicomputer. It can

be gerneralized that it is easier to run batch operations on
an interactive systen an . it is to make a batch system run

interactive appiicati3ns." [23: SF/263

In summary, the iser-orient- data approach of a DBAS

yields advantages to management in the neel for fewer

personnel; and in faster, more iproved responses to infor-

mation requirements, .spezially those that are unan.ici-

pa-ed. Finally, few infcrmaticn systems used in executive

decision-making ars iamunr_ from new and changing require-

me nts. A DBMS provies the flecibility -o respond to

chanqes in a timely fashion by separating the user from the

data and by enabliag a variety 3f data relationships to be

constructed to conform to different user views.

C. SURVEY PINPOINTS DBMS ADVANrA3ES

A survey conductad by Gabrielle and John wiorkowski of

27 different computer user sines utilizing a variety of

commercial DBMSs prolaced the results shown in Figures 2, 3,
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4, and 5. r 24 The aser si-.s involved i::ludea

representatives of ialustcy, government, education and

research, and several miscellaneous others. Seventeen sites

had their DBMS installed for it least one year. The othesr

ten were newcomers. rhe advantiges and disadvantages of

DBMSs listed in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 were rated on a scale

of 1 to 5, with 5 being the most important and 1 being the

least important. Several important conclasions were derived

which correspond wi-:h the .b-v_ :iDEc - ,:

1. Data independence was rated zos-: important. "The
users stated that the dati organization is trans-
parent to the p.ograamers, that data is remcved
from the programs, and thare s increased ease in
programming both during development and during
maintenance of ia application using a DBMS.

"ks data independence i:reases, maintenance
costs and costs of adding ipplications should and
do increase. P.ospeztive )B3S users can indeed
anticipate a iecrease in taese costs.' [ 24: 1091

2. Data Integrity: "Several users commented -hat end
users really look at the data now as compared to
the application's volumiao~s reports orior to DBMS.
The end user will call aboit an error and a correc-
tion can be made immediately." [24: 11] This
immediate correction capability is possible through
data centralization in a DBMS environient.

3. Two-thirds of t~e users surveyed (18) were on-line.
The average rating of these 18 users is to :he
on-line benefits was 4.4 (as opposed to the 4.0
average rating listed in Figure 2 which includes
the 9 users who'were not on-line). Referring to
Figure 2 it can be seen that the 4.4 rating of
on-line benefits from on-line users is equal to the
4.4 rating given to the zo3t important benefit,
data independence. Various responses by the users
included:"'being on-line is the most important
advantage of DBMS'; 'on-li.e contributes greatly to
the advantage of the data base approach'; 'ease of
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programming on-line'; et:., 72 4 110] This "cloe-
'n thc zatings is :ogi.la! sinc- :1 at

dence (physical ind logizall is required to
implement on-line interactive query zipabilities.

4. Ad hoc query caobility to handle unanticipated
requests requires on-line :apabilitias. Pe araino .
the handling of ananticipated requests, the survey
revealed that "the online users had a significantly
higher increase (3.21 compared to the off-line
users' increase (1.41. rh- on-line users also
believed that tie information received from the
application on DBMS was zoasiierably more useful
(3.11 to end users in their daily activities than
the off-line asers did (1.4)." [24: 110]

6. One-third of the users resoonded that the DB!S
replaced more tar. one appLication. kdditionally,
o-Iher users stated that ipplicaticns files had been
reduced in number and that several systems that had
previously been disjoint were integrated in the
DBMS environment.

7. Finally, ccmpa-isons of 7i;ures 2 anJ 3 with
Figures 4 and 5 :eveal tha:- the benefits with the
lowest ratings ware more iaportant to the organiza-
.ion than the hi hest r_- :s 4isadvar.tags. Th=
conclusion drawa is that tie advantages fir cutway
the disadvantages, and :hha the disadvantages are
not unmanageable.



Advantage Impcrt ance

Data Independence .4
Da-Ca Integrity :,. 3
On-line benefits 4. 0
Centralized control 3. 8
Ease and flexibility in
restructuring and maintainiag data 3.7

Reduction in data relandancy 3.6
Inteqratea vs. indepeadent applications 3.5
Quick handling of unanticipated rQ-quests 3.5
Programmers not having to know

physical structure 3. 5
Security and Privazy 3.1

Strangely, the data ise zonc.pt is so tightly linked wi-h

advantage of DBMS.

How Users Rate the Lmp'ortiace of DBMS Advantages
(aa a scale Df I to 5)

Figure 2 "21: 1101
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Advantage realized 3ain or (Redaction)

Data Independence 3.2
Data Integrity 2.5
Centralized control 2.3
Ease and flexibility in

restructuring and uaintaining data 2.9
Reduction in data redundancy (1.5)
Integrated vs. indapedent applications 2.3
Quick handling of unanticipated requests 2.0
Programmers not having to know

physical structure 2.0
Security and Privacy 1.2

Other change

Maintenance costs (0.7)
Cost of adding applizitions (1.7)
Ability to backup an recover 2.2
Number of characters storad 0.8
Timiiness of information 2.6
Usefulness cf information 2.5

Some changes realized with the .nstallatioa af a data oase
management system ar. actually aot directly related to i;.
Many users claimed, EDr istanc-, that backap and :eccv_:y
was made more difficult by the installation of a DBIS; the
gain in r eccverability actually came from their being fo-cad
into developing better procedures :c make the DBMS aupli:a-
tincs work.

Degrees of -hange After Installiag DBMS
(3; a scale ,f 1 to 5)

Figure 3 C24: 1101
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Disadvantag e Import ince

Operational ineffici-ancy 2.3
Additional operating Zost 2. 4
Ccst of additional hacdwace/sftifare 2. 3
Additional cost of staring data 2.0
End user problems in the transition 2.2
Cost of the DBMS 2. 1
Cost of installing DBSS 2. 0

------------------- --------------------
The disadvantages of cunning a lata base management system,
including higher operating costs, were usually seen as less
important than the aawantLges.

----- ---------------------------------------- ---------

How Users Rate tha Importanca of DBMS Disadvantages
(oa a scala of I to 5)

Figura 4 '214: 113]
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Disadvantage Increase

Operational inefficiDacy 1 .1
Additional cperating :os-z .
Cost of additional hardware/software 1.1
Additional cost of storing data 0.4

Average increases in major costs and in opecational inefi-
ciercy were seen as "over 20%" 2y the installations polled.
The low number seea fDr the i4az.ase in data storage costs
is somewhat deceiving too, si.:a zany users extended their
applications when it ent on DBIS and saw =osts go up by
half.

Degrees of :hange Aftar Installiag DBMS
(3a a scala of 1 to 5)

Figure 5 [24: 113)
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V. rHE DATA BASE AD4MINISTRATOR

With the applications approach to automation the center

of attention is on the procedures or programs upon which

data files are constrictel. 4ith the data base approach the

center of attention is on the lita itself. Since the value

of data Is DroDcrti0211 cv of :h- - -Af th ,

since most data will be centalizei with the data base

approach, it follows that cen.-::ized definitzon -ni oc-ntrol

of an organization's physical iita base is required for a

successful integrate! da--i base environment. The IRA execu-

tive is one side of this at-a zontro "coin." He is :asoon-

sible for interpretiaq o. za:inai policies, goals, a nd

objectives. The IRA function is strictly aon-technical .n

nature.

The t-chnical siue of the data control "coin" is the

Data Base Administrator (DBA). the DBA is "a human function

vith responsibility for the definition, oranization,

protection, and efficiency of t2a data bases in the data

base environment, including responsibili-:y for defining the

rules by which data L3 accessed and stored." (25: 6) the

wide range ot specifi: responsiotlities assumed by the DBA

are listed in Figure 5. These :sponsibilities of the DBA
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DATA BASE DZSI3N

Content Retrieval
Czeation search strateg-'sS
Reconciling differences Statistics

Dictionary/Directory Access
Create Frequency of processing
Mai.ntain Space use

Data compression User utillzati.on
Data class ification /::oding Response t11ime
Data Integrity Design operational procedures

Backup Access to data base
Restart/recover-y Access for te-st-ing

Interfaces
Test-ig system

DATA BASE OPERA&t'N

DED custodi.an/authorit y MONITORING
Maintarin

Add 2aitv of data validi v
P urge 2; rformanze

Data base maintenanice Efficiency
I ntegri4ty _ oSt

Detect losses Use/utilization
Repair losses 5Security/privacy

Recovery Auid-AIt
Access for testing zompliance
Dumping Standards

Softwdare for DED/D Proceau:;s
U ti.i.:t y ro gr a ms
T ables/indexes, sttr. for

end user OTHER FUNCTIONS
Storiae

Physical record structure Liason/commun.icati-ons wit-h:
Logical-physical mipping End users
Physical storage device Analysts/programmers

assi~gnments r:aining on data base
Security/access :3nsultant on file design-

kssign passwords Design operational procedures
Assign lock/key Access to data base

Modifying passwords/keys Access for testing
Loggi-;n g interfaces
Cr ypto gr aph y
nodi fica t ion

Functioss 3f a Data Base hdinistrator

Pigura 6 :26: 185]
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are interpreted to fall into Eivs major ci-agories: (11 D -a

Definition and Data Base Design, (2) Administration,

(3) Operations, (4) Sfstem Monitoring and Improvement, and

(5) General Support. [25: 7]

The Data Definition and Data Base Design function is

shared with the IRM executive. rhe IRM executive ensures

that information standards and policies ar. developed,

disseminated, and enforced and tha- da-.a to be stored in the

data base is compatible with tha informa-ion s-anda-ds and

policies of the organiza-ion. rhe DBA ensares that rule3s

for user access ars prom-ilgtaei and enfor-e. i-:-:g i--y

aspects include protaztion of tae data base against infacu-

rate, invalid, or missing data, ind security aspects in::ude

protection of the data base f:on parposef'ul and illegal

access, destuction, or dislozation.

The Administration function of the DBA ensures -hat all

the "rules" are being followed; i.e., that organizational,

government, and other pertineat directives and policies

regarding tre disposition of th_ organization's data ace

beinq obeyed, that data bise se_-irity and integrity stan-

dards are being used in 2y-to- ay opera-sions, and that

proper documentation Df the dats base environment (such as

the recording of pro=3dures, standards, guidelines, and data

base descriptions) is being conducted.
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Under the Operatins functi.n, the DBA ensures -ha- 9LZ

resources within the lata bdse a vironment operate in in

efficient and effective manner. Both formal and docama.nted

procedures for user acess to tie data base aust be usai.

Additionally, scheduling of computer time to en'ure priority

use of the data base, utilization or repair of da-a base

components, and general operatiDal use of the da-a base

must be performed. 3ther importint components of the

Operations function iac!ude maiatsnance of the DDS and

ensuring that system recovery, ard security procedur-s a=e

properly exercised ani controlled.

System Monitoring and Improvement -insu-es an efficient

level of service while. effectively maintaining dat- bas =_

integrity. System monitoring p:-cedures aeasure the

Performance of both the hardware and softw-e compcnents of

the data base environanknt. he DBA is responsible for

reviewing the results of aonitocing the co~pu-er sys-em,

identifying difficulties and in--ficient a -as of operation,

and initiating any aztivities n-eded to improve the data

base environment. T-is activity is called "tuning" of the

data base.

The final function, General Support, includes the

educating of new users in the proper operition of the d-sa

base, and the continaing education of present users to
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ensure that all components an5 -t--:.iards of - - -

environment are effeztively and properly being used. Thi

DBA is also the point of zontazt within the organization who

should keep abreast of outside e.velopments relevant to the

operation and admiaistration 3f the organization's data

base(s) and DBMS. In the case of SNAP systems, the ship-

board DBA would liason with the principal shore activity

responsible for the direct support of the shipboard comu-ir

syst = s. Thi-s shoc-a 3ac-"v-ty is- th= N1avy laneog:'S=tr'

Support Office (NAV1iASSO). tnd-ar- SNAP many functional irea

applications are being develop= by NAV:1A5SO that are szan-

dardized for use th=oaghoat the Fleet. In a data base anvi-

ronment, strict controls would ve to be implemented wi-h

the standardized applications so that shipboard personnel

could not modify -naa pplica-ions without the authority ot

NAVMASSO. The DBA IS the cent.al personality who can ensure

that use of standardized applic-tions is strictly enforced,

and who can maintain the necessary liason with NASVMASSO

regarding the use of specializai applications as well as the

DBMS itself.

The centralized control ove: data activity (as oppposed

to just data) encompassed by tha OBA function will result in

a data base enviroamaat that is mDre error free than the

decentralized environient of the applicatioas approach.

Additionally, an atmosphere of standardization will result
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which wil facilita z- the mini- za-:ion of ;. ia rurnA- 7v

ard simplify the sha.ing of rali-ble rlata -. ross or-jniza-

tional lines. Howevar, ia order to realize these benefits,

the DBA must take on i wide varLaty of responsibilities

(Figure 6) which require close Bnd oonstant attention.

Therefore the DBA shoald be a primary, full time assignment.
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VI. C2OLUS12NS

The U.S. Navy is in a constiat state of growth in order

to meet its goal of 530 ships. The result of this growth Is

added complexity in both the ope.rating and managing of

ships. kutomation with computers has enabled newer ships

.6 F _ r , fig' t an! - !- s . _ : pe w" !7:. -:, ' = -= -

human intervention, cesulting ia reduced manning levels

aboard ships. The coubina:ioai of iczeased Fleet activ-y

and reduced ship manning levels has resulted in a severe

administrative burden upon shipboard personnel which sinif-

icantly affects ship perfirmanc- and personnel mcale" and

retention. The purpose of th- 5hboard n--actical ND

Program is to alleviate much of this administrative burden

through the employment of non-tiztical compa-ters.

The first requirement in developing any system is -o

define the objectives. It is the premise of this paper that

the objectives of SN&P only allr.ss the short term because

the intention of SNAP is to satisfy certain pre-determined

functional needs of the Fleet; and to compensate for the

unfamiliarity and in.Kperienca 3f shipboard personnel with

the procedures required to maintain a DBMS environment in a

reliable state. The :esult is an applications approach to
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S S? Fsy- 4_Se1ipn1?nt, Wi-:h 'nD planning :)C vian

being conlucted for eventaal tr:nsiticn -: a data b-E- ?nvi-

rorment. If what has already baen defined is all that will

ever be required of the SNAP systems, then the applications

approach will probably be better than the data base

approach: "It is quite common for a DBMS tD be used to solve

a particular problem with the intention of having no impact

on the company. H3wewer, there is a danger that using a

DBMS in this way can result in its use i.reasing in an

uncontrolled way, often resultiva in disa-sterous conse-

quences." r27: SR/4] However, th.e administrative envir~n-

ment in the Fleet is zonstantly active in that new

requirements are created and already established :equire-

ments are changed or updated. k5.itionally, familiarization

with the SNAP syst-ms will eroicaqe ths-e use beyond -e

scope of the pre-defined functional needs.

An applications approach is a "brute force" method for

meeting the increased information requirements in the Fleet.

The increased capizty to procss3 data will be realized; but

the static and unchanaeable characteristics of the applica-

tions environment tend to make data inaccurate, inconsis-

tent, or outdated because data: :5: ID/21]

e Is stored in different formats.

o Is often not shaceable, necessitating redundant
files.
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9 Is often not easily recov . ,ble or secrs.

* Usually has strurture tied 1irectly to program
logic.

The result will be th. inability to generate the necessary

information for the on-going suz:ess of th. organization. A

move from processiag data with in applications approach to

producing information with a lata base approach dill have to

be mad-. r28: ID/91

The second intention of S4AP (co-ip-nstion for lack of

knowledge of shipboard personael ia AD?) is bdsal on nech-

nical and training lixitations. Figure 6 illustrates a

multitude of functions to be performed by the DBA, the most

critical of which are: (1) ba.kap and recovery, (2) privacy

and security, (3) conrurrency aad deadlock :ontroli, and (3)

auditing. The proper operatiDn of a compute: system depends

on the effective -Jpe! ement:a'iLo of these functions whether

computer system development follows an appliactions approach

or a data base approiz-h. "The integrity of the data base

may be affected by a software, a hardware, or opsrator

malfunction. The malfunction iay be of a magnitude serious

enough to either completely destroy the data base or to

leave it ln a stat that its cDtents cannot be vouched for.

It Is therefore necessary for the system to possess the

ability to recover from such a nalfunction while maintaining

the completeness (or integrity) of the infDrmation held
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within the data bas.. [29: a1l] ittdiv S r

are more complex ir. a data base ,vi~onmezt th. in an

applications environment. However, the key to success in

either environment depends not jpon the relative complexity

of the two approaches, but rather upon the proper education,

training, and management 1iscipLine used by personnel

designated to implem=nt and operate the systems.

TO ill1ustrater thit '-.IS i ~ 'T=7

ence with a DBMS is a short tern effect which can be ovw:-

come using sound manajement and t=ainina tchnius,

consider a represeatitive fun:tric of the DBA - backup ind

recovery. Referring to Figure 3 in chapter IV., the ability

of the surveyed orgaaizations t3 backup and recover as a

result of i mlementia; a DBMS tlcreased by 2.2 on a scale of

1 to 5. As the figsue notes, =:)-plications with backup ani

recovery were initially expe:= iced with the use of a D82S.

However, these complications were overcome by development of

better procedures, with the net affect beiag positive. As a

supplement to this observation 3y the wiorkowskis, Ian B.

McCririck and Robert Z. Goldsteia surveyed 555 large

computer users in Canida both the_ public and private sectors

regarding the functions of the lata administrator.

Responses were received from 439 (253) of the sample, and 71

claimed to have an explicit data administration function.

In response to the question of how the time spent on each
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daza admir.istrato: -isk was zctad to bi diffe:e:.t t.=

years later, "the aajorizy of t e respondarts felt aev

would be spending zDra time in twD years on every responsi-

bility on the list. Jnly one item got the votes of as many

as 10% of the DAs foc becoming i~ss important - the 2evelop-

ment of backup, rezoer, and restart procedures." £30: 1343

The results of these two survey3 infer that once sound

procedures and standards are defined, and proper training

conducted, technical limitatiDs are steadily zorrected,

resulting in increased perfor2aace.

After SNAP implementation is complete, usage of the

system will result in increased experience and knowledge in

users as to the true c.apabilitias of the systems.

Ircreasing rsquireaeats upor tha SITAP systems will be

focused beyond the pr.-determiris functional needs into -the

area of aiding the management lzision-making process. This

means that certain information from each department of i

ship will have to be accessible to all other departments so

that the "informatioa resDurce" of the ship can provide

maximum benefit to total ship parformance. Access to a

ship's information r=esourze will have to be timely and reli-

able. This will be accomplished by on-line capabilities of

the computers, including high l-vel query languages.
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The dual requirezants cf fulfilling certain functioti

needs now and decision-making needs in the future cannot be

provided for by a triitional file management system because

the applications appc-oach is only functioa-oriented. :%a

data base approach will evolve oacause it can fulfill both

types of needs. This is because the data base approach is

oriented to the common denominator of the two types of

needs - the data itself.

As the need for i data base approach becomes more

predominant, the admiaistration of a ship's informa-ion will

require the use of Iaformation Resource Maaagement. The

best technical implementation of the IRM zoacept is a Data

Base Management System because rR. and DSM3 both support -he

same philoscphy: centralizatiDn and standardization of both

data and the control of data.

A common management tool will be needed to bridge the

gap between the management of ita and information, and the

automation of data aad generatiDn of information. This tool

is the Data Dictionary System. The concepts underlying both

IRM and the operation of a DBMS can be explicitly documented

and implemented with the aid 3f a DDS. The comparability of

IBN, DBS, and DDS is summarized in Figure 7.

Finally, managem.at psitioas will have to be estab-

lished to enforce abs3lute authority in the definition and
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use of a ship's data. These billets aboard ship will b ? ar

"IFM executive" and a "DBMIS exeattive." The IRM respons:-'

bilities wifll fall upon the exa~utive offizer, and th - DBMIS

responsibilities will be carrial out by a shipboa~d Data

Base Administrator. The number and variety of functions to

be performed by the DBA dictate that the data base

administCratcr function will have to be a primary billet.
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Data Resource DBaS Data Dictionary
Ia1911= Goal _lctio_ Function

To build and lanagemeat f Nanagement o --
control corporate :orporate lata definitions and
data resources. resources. 1ocumentation for

corporate data
resources.

To organize models Physical sapport Support for docu-
of corporate for relationships senting the types
information, between data that of information

is meaningful to within corporate
the zorportio.n. data resources, as

well as the system
components that
suonort thorn.

To improve -the ?hysical support Support for inves-
accessibility of for data access, tigating the types
corporate informa- by keys and inter- Of corporate
tion. record relation- information avail-

ships. able, as well as
the means by which
they are supported.

To increase the 3eparation of ?rovision of tools
longevity of logical ani phys- to accurately
system and data ical data base asses the soszific
resources, to views, making impact of data and
facilitate their ippliCatios system changes and
maintenance and programs iniepen- to determine what
enhancement and ient of zhanges in the content and
thus to protect lata organization extent of existing
the corporation's and making new resources are.
investment in ipplicatioas
them. easier to imple-

a ent.

To improve the Eliminatioa of Elimination of the
accuracy and Jata redunlancy artificial segre-
consistency of through systems- gation between
corporate informa- supported iethods 3ystem documenta-
tion. of dita integra- tion and system

tio. driving defini-
tions.

Comparison of DBIS and Data Dictionary Functions,
Vith a Common :lassificatioa of
Data Resource .amagement Goals

Fi;ure 7 :13: p. 37]
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Data Resource DBMS Data Dictionary

To bring coordina- :entralizition of Cntralization of
tion and consis- lata definition. defirition manage-
tercy to i6nfo:- zent stnda--is
matlon systa-m enforcement,~
implementat ion naming procedures,
efforts. -and modification

zontrol.

To improve the Provision of Provi1sion of
Productivity of programming tools programming Aids,
the data resources to i-mpicienjt sach as ready made
staff. zomplex applica- lata definition

ti.on proo2.zns, and trustworth7
ohile1- isoiting :.npac:, assessmazn:
systems from the tools.
impact of oh ange.

To Protect the Support for -access Support for
data resource. security aal data Protection of all

base i~ntagrity, iefinitions on
backup and which informatLion
:ecove~y. systems are bu'lt.

Figure 7 (cont.)



VIE. RECOMMIENDATIONS

The reccmmendations cited ia this section are made a der

the assumption that 31AP implementation will not be

employing a data base approach. Since it is predicted that

the increased knowledge and experience on part of the end

f = .- Wil

utilize the SNAP systems for mo-e diversified, management-

oriented applications in support :f the de ision-making

process, it is necessary that olarnning begin ncw for dsvel-

opment of a data base environmeat for non-tactical ADP

support aboard ships.

A. MANAGERIAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The initial step in developing a data base environment

is the aducation and training of the managers whom the

computer systems will affect; i.e., the officer corps. The

data base approach is characterized by the :entralizatian of

data and its zontrol. Commanrlia Officers, Executive

Officers, Department 3eads, and Division Officers all

receive formal classroom traiaiag before reporting to their

respective billets. FundamentiLs of the taformation

Resource Management :3ncept must be addressed during this
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clas-zrzcm t -I-- .. ig CfE sh 4 boar d : n1 Z: ( 1) in-f.::::!a-tz .

a resource that dirertly ts the erfocnance of zh_

in carrying out its zission, and should therefore- be managed

with the same considerations given to other resources; and

(2) the data required to generate administrative support

information is coordinated and -ontrolled "at the top"

(i.e., th Executive )ffizer) rather than at lower levels of

management. This prevents data from becoming proprietary as

well as enforcing top manzgem-n-: involve-.nt. n producin g

the "team effort" rejaired t3 esure successful performance.

The seccnd important step whizh should be taken now .-

the establishment of a Data Dictionary System for the aopli--

cations presently being developad and implemented under

SNAP. The central repository of Iata diit cotols,

and standards contaiaed in a DDS is invalaable to the proper

management aboard ship. The )D5 theme of improving the

authenticity of information, o: documentation, about an

organization's applizzations systems sets the stage for

iiaplementing the IRM- -oncept in a data base environment.

Secondly, a DDS provides a common denominator between the

ship and their primary shDre-based support activity,

NAVMASSO, when help Dr coasultation is required regarding

SNAP operations. As --onfidenza in automation increases and

a data base anvironmeat bagins t3 evolve, the DDS will be

the primary tool usel for systes developm.nt.
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'Z=C as Pa, sv= DO.S PI zce's cos- Ae:-'b' jama-,

overt antd ex'- nsive DBA involveert- in maay system su.'z-

activities iu order to ensure the dictionary's viability "s

an accurate system aal data doci.mentation tool, it is r.ecom-

mended that a passive dictionary be constrazted for two

reasons: (1) it is inherently less complex than an active

dictionary; and (2) considering that many applications are

being devloped centrally for ase throughout the fleet on

equipment furnished of differen: contrac-ors, the port-

ability cf a single, zentrally Ieveloped DDS woull be

enhanced. It is mos: likely thit two central DDSS would

have to be developed if they were active because "the

strcngest potential for the dev-lopment of an ac-::ve system,

at least theoretically, Is where the same iendor supDlies

all components cf zhe overall dita management complex,

including the hcst liaguage c:emilers, tzhe DBMS (and i-s

compilers) and the DDS. rhis, of course, aormally means the

hardware vendor." (13: 42]

The third managerial recommendation addresses the SNAP

constraint cf no additional personnel being required to

operate the SNAP syste3ms. Aboa.-d ship, this constraint will

foster assignments to dati management and operations on a

collateral duty basis. The ope:ation, maintenance, and

control of a data prozessing environment, wvich will greatly

impact the way in whic-h a ship does business, will require
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a-terntion tc detail and follow- !-ouah abiti-.- . Th# (y

characteristics of effective -aement can :nly be :eilized

by assignment of personnel on a full time basis. At a

mini.imum the person in overall =aarge of th- data processing

"department" should be an offirer. This person would essen-

tially be serving as the ship's Data Base Administrator for

the ship's non-tactiral ADP sanoort, and as such should be

given the status of a department head accountable to the

Executive Officer.8 3aven that, personnel .xperienced (o:

ever educated) in data processiag are not prevelant enough

to fill all required billets, training for officers in data

processing will have to be part f the training "pipeline"

pricr to reporting aboard a ship. Also, a pool of for:ally

educated officers exist'who have completed masters degree

level education at tee Naval ?ostgradua-.e 5=hool in C:)n'iter

Systems Management (13 nonths| and Computer Science

(21 months).

The fulfilling of management decision-uiking needs

encompasses subordinate functioail needs. Therefore a data

base approach is a more sound approach to cealizing both

short-term and long-term benefits of non-tictical ADP

$The DBA function performed by the indiv-idual aboard
ship would have to be a subset of a centz-.ziied Fleet DBA
function (located at IVMkSSOI bacause the initial applica-
tions are standardiza! for implementation throughout the
Fleet.
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support. As such, a lata base approach sh.iild be ians.i-u::.-

from the beginning in lieu of aa applica-ions apprcach.

Later conversion fron an applications evvironment tc a lata

base environment will be costly and disruptive: "There is no

doubt, however, that providing you gather the necessary

expertise and have total manage ent commitsent that the path

of least resistance is in the devalopment of a totally new

system." [27: SR/4] Additionally, a DBMS installed unle:

the da-I base annroa:h will P=o,74_4.f thrv ability' fr I Lv!V

manaqement decisions by proviia; faster responses to anan-

ticipated requests i more us=_:-friendly manner than

appl ications systems.

Thr testing of a DBMS envirosment should be performad

prior to mass implementation in the Fleet. The establish-

ment of prototype systems for bD-th SNAP I and SNAP II, o=ef-

erably at NAVMASSO, should be a-zomplishsd to facilitate

systems development iad training. A DBMS should be devel-

oped on these prototypes so first-hand exprience of the

benefits of a DBMS cia be experieanced. Standardized proce-

dures and training methods can be developed in crucial func-

tional area such as backup and .ecovery, concurrency con-

trol, privacy, security, monitoring, auditing, and tuning.

Finally, plans and shipboard test platforms should be

established to incren.ntally iml.ment the DBMS environment
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aboard ship. An evoltionary approach to inpl-menzt-i~n '

necessary to preclude an atmospi-.re of "too much too soon,"

where users not accustomed to ADP would be overwhelmed with

new technology and procedures. The present applicatti-s

approach that is bain used for SNAP is not considered to be

a necessary step in developing i DBMS environment because

the foundations upon which the ipplications approach is

based (function orie-ted and d.3:.-ntralized) are not compa-

table w-th the the foinatic :f :

(data-oriented and centralized). Therefore systems develop-

ment should be based on a DBRiS f-om the start. A methol for

incremental implementation of SAP I has already been

presented: (31: 4-3]

The initial implementation of -he systems would b_ a
transaction-driven oatch sysr_.z. The initial implemen-
tation of the systems would off== on-lia _ ingui-y, but
not on-line update. All updates to the system wculd be
performed in a batzh mode. rt_ only reduction in capa-
b*lities would be the deferral of the on-line update
parts of the system. A=corliagly, all requests that
require updates to the data base would be performed in a
batch only mode. Data entry would initially be
performed at the ceatral ADP =enter. Once Remote
Processing Systems (RPSs| are installed at other loca-
tions in the ship, data entry (still for batch updates)
could be gradually shifted to those locations and away
from the central AD? center. Since on-line update is
not involved, data entry woull not adversely effect the
response of IMMS-Rr and SUADPS-RT. By performing
updates in a batch-only mode, the problems of backup and
recovery as well as integrity checking procedures are
signifIcantly reduced. The systems could still be
supported by a DBMS, thas pcoriding the developers and
the users of the systems with all of the DBMS advantages
outlined above.
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The benefits provie9i by an incremental approach inclule thz.

following: (31: 4-3]

" Ships will not iitially require a fully trained DBA
staff aboard.

" Fewer program ruas will be required to maintain the
system current for the end-users.

" The new technology will be iatroduced to the ship-
board environment in in evolutionary ianner.

" Upgraded software can be delivered to fleet units

earlier than fully capable ipplications systems.

" Training impacts iill be zeliced.

* Developers, users, and operators Wi] "grow" with
the new systems, just as is lone in i.ndustry, albeit
at a more accelerated rate it this point ir. time.

B. FILE AND RECORD SZRUCTURIN13 USING NORMALIZATION

The significant 3inagerial :onsiderations of IRM, DDS,

and DBA presented in this paper are important for efficient

and effective use Df &DP suppor: in an organization regard-

less of whether an applications approach or a data base

approach is used. It has also been explained that the lata

base approach using i DBMS is significantly better than the

applications approach in suppor:ing these managerial

concepts. However, there is also a -echn~iz_ aspect of kDP

development which also applies to both the applications

approach and the data bass approa:h, which is also more

compatible with the lita base aooroach than with the appli-

cations approach, ant which can be viewed is the a
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..cu. daAtion for the aoove manag-zia. conceots. This -:e h-

nical aspect is known as normalization of file and rszs z !

structures. Use of normalizati .n enables file and record

construction to be azzomplishad independently from program

logic and storage mechanics, thus resulting in: (1) the

simplest possible reoresentatioa of data, (2) minimal lupli-

cation of data values; anJ (3) batter machine performance

(e.g., when a data item is updited, fewer records must be

read and written).

One operational iffect upon the manage: is -h preseva-

tion of old views of lata when a.w associations between data

items are added, or i.w usage patterns occur. Consequently,

the rewriting of prograqs to zoaform to na associations or

usege pattarns is pr.ren-a._. Possible disruptions -:o a

program would occur if, for instance, new issociations or

usage of data force the splittia; of records or the changing

of =ecord keys. (20: 231]

Disruption of user applications can also be the cause of

one or more anomalies associatel with faulty file and record

design. Explanation of these anomalies cia best be under-

stood by referring to a simple example file named SUPPLIERS.

SUPPLIERS consists of the following fields:
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I I I I I
I SNAME I SADDRESS I ITEM I PRIC:- I
I I I I I

S .. I..... ---------- I

The first anomaly is redazy. The name and address of

each supplier must be repeated for each item. The second

anomaly, _dat2, follows from redundancy. If the address of

a supplier were to change, it is possible that it will be

chanqed in cne record and not iaother. Thas, there would

not be a unique address for each supplier as expected. The

other ".wo anomalies ire insertion_ and delt-icn. In "he

SUPPLIERS file infDruation ab.i a new supplier cannot be

entered independently of the item(s) sold. Conversely, if a

supplier only appears once an 6or some r ason the co-re-

spondinq item scld i3 no longer considered relevant to t

particular application, the dl-tion of the record base! on

the ITEM value will ilso ielete the name aad address infor-

mation about that Su;olier. Referral to that supplier in

the future regarding i different item would not be possible.

r32: 166-167]

The normalization process is a stepwise process which

reduces complex file ind record structures to simpler struc-

tures that inherently minimize iotential disruptions to user

applications. Complez structures (those which contain

repeating fields or groups) are considered non-normalized.
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From the initial non-aormalize forms, fil; are simitii

in three steps, the products at each step being firs-,

second, and third norial form f.les, respectively. The

third normal form is =onsiderad optimum.

Normalization is aased on tie concept of functional

dependency. We say that "item 3 of data record D is func-

tionally dependent o0 item A of D if, at each instant of

time, each value of . has no mor- than onre value of B asso-

ciated with it in dati rezord D. In other words, item 4 is

said to identify item B." [33: 117) Symbolically,

A ----- > B is read "A functionally determines B," or "B is

functionally determin.d by A." klso, A -- /--> B is read "A

does not functionally determine- B," or "B Ls not function-

ally determined by A." Ia the 3UJPPLIERS file, the folloving

is true:

SNAE ----- > SADDRESS

SNaE IrEM ----- > PRICE

tTZ -- f--> SUPPLIER

The first normal form is gaasrated by removing all

repeating fields or groups. rhis simplifies the file struc-

ture by shifting the logical rapresentatioa of relationships

from variable length records to fixed length records.

Normalizaticn into seoond and third normal forms will be

demonstrated using th3 following file: [33: 118]
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I I I I I I I

lORDER-f PB 3DUCT-(I:USTOER-1-zS1omER-IcREDIT-IQTY- I
INR INR NIAME IADDRESS (RAING IORDEREDI

___._ _i__ .__ II

ORDERS is already in first normal form and the record key is

the concatenated key ORDER-NR PR3DUCT-NR. Analysis of the

ORDERS file yields t a following functional dependencies:

ORDER-NTR PRIDUCr N .-----> QTY-ORDERED

ORDER-NR ----- > CUS DLER-NAVE

ORDER-NR------> CUSTOIER-ADDRESS

ORDER-NR------> CREDir-RATING

A record is said to be in second normal fors when all non-

prime aztributes9 of first normal form fil-s are fully

dependent on the record's entire- kay (including concatenated

keys). In 4he above record stracture only QTY-ORDERED is

functionally dependent on the entire record key ORDER-NR

PRODUCT-NR. With all othar non-prime attributes the item

PRODUCT-NR is not rejaired for determining their functional

dependence. rherefora this struzture is not in second

normal form. Second iormal fort files can be created by

breaking the source file into two separate files as

illustrated below:

*A non-prime attribute (field) is one that is not ptrt
of the record key.
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Tila ":ae: . - D .R

III I
I PRODUCT-NR I ORDER-IR I QTY-ORDERED I
I I I I

II I I

File Name: WHO-ORDERED

I I I IT
I ORDER-NR I ZJSTOMER- I CUSTOMER- I CREDIT- I
I I NAME I ADDRESS I RATING I

-I I----------- I -----

Th-d normal f:ri files are attained when all transitive

dependencies&O are removed from second normal form files.

In the file WHO-ORDERED, 3RDER-NR ----- > ZUSTOMER-NAME is

true. However, CUST31ER-HAiME ----- > CJSTOiER-ADDRESS an

CUSTOMER-NAME ------> :REDIT-RATrNG are also zrue.

Therefore, by the lefinition :f transitive dependency,

ORDER-NR ---- > CUST)MER-NAM1E al ORDER-NR ----- > CREDIr-

RATING are also valil. These transitive dependencies =an be

eliminatel by forming two new fil--s. These third normal

form files are:

'OTransitive dependency exists when one or more nonprime
attributes (fields) lapend on the record key only via
another nonprime attribut.. Assume & is the attribute or
set of attributes making up a record key, and 8 and C are
nonprime attributes. If A ----- > B and B------> C are true,
then A------> C is also true.
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File Name: 3RDE?

I 3RDER-NR [ tSTONER-
I 1 NAE I

File Nams: :=STOMER

CUSTOMER- CUSrDIER- CREDIT-
I NAME I ADDRESS I RATING I

I--------- _ I - - - I I

The above examples show how simplicity and integrity can

be built in to file/record design through normalization. It

can also be seen that the normalized files tend to take on

global interpretatio.s. In other words, these files are

generalized so that the d.t -a no longer applies to a single

application. This cairactsrist' makes normalization more

compatible with the lata bass approach than with the

applications approaca.

Although many benefits are derivable from aormalization,

something is lost when the source records are broken up;

namely the relationships between the data that constituted

the source records. In the SUPPLIERS file, normalization

requires the splittia of the file into two new files, one

containing SNARE and SADDRESS, ind the other containing ITEM

and PRICE. However, )nce these fields are separated it is

not possible to know which suppLier supplies which items.
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Wi-h :he ap -lications approach, the user must have kncwl 7d-

of file construction in order to develop programs.

Therefore, the physical representations are synonimous with

the logical representations. ris means that the broken

relationships must be corrected on the record level. A

remedy is to retain the key of the source record (SNAMEJ as

the key of the new file contaiing SNAME aad SADDRESS; and

also make this key a zandidate key"l of the new file

containing SNME IEh PRIZE rither than just ITEM PRICE.

Note that redundancy :)f SNAME i-s necessary (in the file

containing SNAME ITEI PRIZE) in order to correctly normalize

the source file.

With a DBMS such -ompansation oes not have to be accom-

plished at the recori level. Th:ough the Data D-ifir.tion

Language of the DBMS, the user an define the relationships

between the normalized files in a high level language, and

the DBMS will automatically m!t:h the suppliers in the one

file with the items i the second file. rhis removes the

"1 A candidate key is a group of one or more fields that
functionally determines a recorl occurance. Additionally,
all of the fields constituting the candidate key must be
required to functionally determime a record occurance; i.e.,
given a group of fields that zcostitute a key of a record
occurance, if any subset of that key can also functionally
determine that record, then the original key is not a
candidate key.
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user from tle physical represantazior and pzeve nts the

necessary redundancy )f the applications approach (e.g., a

DBMS will construct its own variable length files and/or use

pointers).

As evidenced from the above discussion, continuity of

data and programmer productivity :an be greatly enhanced by

good file/record design; and g )d design is accomplished

through normalizatio. Therefoce, normalization of SNAP

files is strongly rezo.mmended because it will :esult in

simpler, standardizal data filas, and it will contribute tc

smoother transitioa to a lata bise envircneen- in the

future, if a data base approach is not used initially.
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